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According to Peter Singer:

It is not arbitrary to hold that the life of a self-aware being, capable of abstract thought, of planning for the future, of complex acts of communication, and so on, is more valuable than the life of a being without these capacities. (Animal Liberation, pp. 21-22)

According to Tom Regan:

One cannot suppose that moral agents [or patients] have varying degrees of inherent value depending on the extent to which they possess some favored virtues. Inherent value is a categorical concept. One either has it, or one does not. There are no in-betweens. Moreover, all those who have it, have it equally. (The Case for Animal Rights, pp. 246-7)

Papers on the topic of assessing the value of moral agents and patients are welcome for this program. (Papers need not be concerned with the work of Singer or Regan; the above quotations are offered only as ostensive clarifications of the topic of this call for papers.)

Those interested in contributing papers or in serving as commentators for this program should contact Steve Sapontzis at their earliest convenience:

Prof. Steve F. Sapontzis
Department of Philosophy
California State University
Hayward, California 94542.

Opinion

JOHN STOCKWELL
The Schweitzer Center

A letter writer responding in the July/August issue of The Animals' Agenda to Tom Regan's "The Promise and Challenge of Religion" (Agenda, April 1986) urges the magazine to "not adopt a religious stance." The writer's contention is that to do so would only strengthen the power of an institution characterized by presuppositions, books, and tenets which finally cannot be brought into alliance with the living and breathing world.

Signs are certainly present of a possibly impending shift of religions and the religious toward increased involvement with the animal movement, although fundamentalist-inspired opposition has also increased. In the past year or so, two organizations concerned with religion and animal issues have been founded: The International Network for Religion and Animals (Washington, D.C.) and The International Society for Religion and Animal Rights (Berkeley, California). Tom Regan's new film, "We Are All Noah," expressly intended to bring issues of rights and exploitation to the attention of persons raised in the Hebraic and Christian traditions, has recently been completed. The proceedings of the 1984 London conference, "Religious Perspectives on the use of Animals in Science," were recently published (Animal Sacrifices, ed. Tom Regan (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1986)). Without doubt, such a shift would bring substantial numbers of new participants and additional financial resources to the movement. Certainly the goals of the movement cannot be reliably achieved without the concurrence of large sections of the public, many of whom are still in some sense religious. Explicitly humanist, secular, or atheistic progressives are an insufficient force to do the job alone. And as Kenneth Simmons shows in "The Monstrous and the Bestial: Animals in Greek Myths" (BTS, Spring 1986), roots of the present condition of animals are to be found
also in the Greek elements of our cultural inheritance. So, the comradely hand of welcome must be extended. We are not involved with old feuds about separation of Church and State but with getting the votes and strength of public opinion to end present outrages. Anyway, probably many of us who are not overtly religious have remaining religious nooks and crannies in our natures.

**DARE SPECIES BE REVERED?**

**RELIGION AND ANIMAL RIGHTS: A WELCOME**

& CONCERNING RESERVATIONS

Reservations about the ultimate outcome of the involvement of religions in the animal movement remain, however, appropriate. The writer of the letter in Agenda states one reservation, saying that religions are bound up with a supreme being whose main goal is domination. Let us here limit this charge to a complaint about religions of the West. Can it be denied that the assertion is true of a God insisting that there be no other gods before Him? The critique elaborated by Marcuse, Hillman, Merchant, Leiss, and others, including in part Illich, of monotheism and its linked principles of hierarchy and patriarchy has been telling. We should no more give up the gains brought by this critique than give up those brought by the women's movement. In all of this, however, the baby may have been thrown out with the bath water. To this reader, such is the sense of the discussion of religion in America in Robert Bellah and co-authors' Habits of the Heart. In brief, it is these authors' claim that certain privatizations of the self and its feeling condition have become the only presently operative criteria of the good and that these criteria are inadequate and insufficient to handle questions of ethics, because moral and civil order are dependent on public dimensions of discourse that are unknown and inaccessible to the modern individualistic self and which can be sustained only by what the authors call "communities of memory" (one such, cultivated in this journal, is the long tradition of ethical thought). Among such communities are ethnic cultural groups and those groups whose frame of reference is one of the religious traditions. But even the religious, say the authors, have widely become part of a culture in which the individual's feelings have priority, so that for many of the "religious," the traditions are not in practice available for dealing effectively with questions beyond the limits of the self. Regaining those prerequisites of morality, including compassionate imperatives in relation to animals, may require that we take back part of what our culture has attempted to abandon, namely, those aspects of religious tradition which perhaps cannot meet any humanistic test of validity by reference to whether or not they help us to feel better about ourselves.

Society and science now have inherited the spirit of exclusivity from religious monotheism as such. It is secular and scientific society now, more than religion, which maintains the structure of exploitation against which the animal movement is directed. Yet, it may indeed be the case nevertheless that the anti-animal presuppositions at least of the Hebrew and Christian traditions go far too deep to encourage trust that pro-animal change within the religions will be lasting. Saint Francis is a rare voice in Christianity, and even he is not invulnerable to all criticism on humane grounds. Aquinas' contention that animals have no souls is more typical. It is a view which no Pope or Church conclave has ever contravened. Therefore, when our purpose in the animal movement comes up against divine will, where will the loyalties of the religious come to rest, on the side of God or of life? This is a real question, it seems to me, but not one that counsels an unwelcoming response to the new pro-animal ferment among the religious. Instead, the question is one of those from which a conversation might develop with the religious about just such matters. For it is always at least possible that a Pope or Church conclave will take the step of doing their part toward ending the schism between human and animal, just as there have been recent hints in the practice of Pope Jean Paul II of an end to the schism between Christian and Jew. I will return to this discussion in the fall issue of BES.